
Developing Automated Guided Vehicle Systems for over 20 years

Eagle E210 Flexcart  

The E210 is a cost effective AGV solution that is designed 
to fit in many material handling applications. This 
economical vehicle delivers high performance in a small 
package without sacrificing quality, reliability, and 
durability to support 24/7 operations. 
The E210 is capable of lifting loads up to 1000 lbs. with a towing capacity of 
3000 lbs. The versatility of this AGV allows for the construction of the frame to 
be adapted to many different configurations. This flexibility permits this AGV to 
be used as a tugger, can be fitted with a powered roller conveyor deck or lift 
table, or can be used with the standard platform which can adapt to support 
customer specific modular racking. These options are all centered around the 
compact drive assembly and on-board control system. The E210 AGV has an 
optional push button control of the drive assembly that will raise or lower the 
travel drive in order for the AGV to be manually operated as a push cart. This 
function allows the operator to maneuver the cart into tight places off the guide 
path for load or unload operations, then place the AGV back onto the guide 
path to resume automatic operation. The E210 AGV also has as a standard 
feature, side kick bars for stop or release functions by workstation personnel in 
assembly operations or used as side protection when the AGV requires 
automatic rotation. The E210 AGV has an optional 120VAC retractable plug in 
line cord for low demand usage or can be outfitted with  an opportunity 
charging  system for multiple shift operation. The E210 is easy to maintain with 
components very accessible for maintenance personnel. This AGV is powered 
with two 12volt sealed batteries for a 24volt system. 

Low profile design allows AGV to fit under 
racks to lift and transport or add a roller deck 
top to interface with a low level stationary 
conveyor.

Removable covers provides ease of access to 
the drive assembly and all electrical 
components.

Ergonomically friendly scissors lift table can be 
automatically raised to the ideal lift height for 
operational and personnel convenience and 
safety

AGV frame and lift table is made using welded 
construction using structural steel

The outside cover is made from high impact 
plastic for durability and low maintenance.

Corecon’s modular control system separates 
AGV functions making problem diagnosis 
quicker and reduces AGV downtime.

AGV safety measures meet and exceed ANSI 
and OSHA standards for AGVs.

Side protection for operation safety when 
rotating AGV or can be used as a kick bar for 
in-line assembly personnel to release or stop 
the AGV at a workstation

Low cost of ownership

Ease of maintenance

Access to all major AGV components

Modular design for faster diagnosis & quick 
repair

Simple AGV deployment

Variety of tooling available for many Eagle AGV 
applications

Frame can be customized to meet many 
different configurations and footprints 

Operational attachments : roller conveyor, 
modular rack system, scissors lift, automatic 
trailer hitch

Manual push cart option for off guide path 
maneuvering of load/ unload operations with 
an auto resume sequence when placed back 
on the guide path

Bolt on hitch pin

Laser or ultrasonic obstacle detection

Manual retractable line cord for plug in 
operation

Opportunity charging

Radio communications

Digital I/O communication and handshake

Quick charge batteries
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  Stopping and Repetitive Stopping Accuracy: +/- 1/2 “

  Minimum Cornering Radius: 24”

  Lift Capacity: 1,000 Lbs.

  Towing Capacity: 
  Battery System: 24vdc

Performance

Scissors Lift Table

Size / Weight 

Specifications

  Overall Length: 88”

  Overall Width: 28”/40"

2,000 / 3,000 Lbs.

  Speed Forward: 180 / 160 ftm max   Overall Height: 15.25”

  Width: 25”/37"

  Length: 69”

  Deck Height Lowered from Floor: 15.25” Min

  Deck Height Raised from Floor: 32.75” Max
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